J Fiction
Grades 5-6

Storm Runner, by Jennifer Cervantes
Aru Shah and the End of Time, by Roshani Chokshi
Artemis Fowl, by Eoin Colfer
Blended, by Sharon Draper
Joey Pigza Swallowed the Key, by Jack Gantos
Spy School, by Stuart Gibbs
Tuesdays at the Castle, by Jessica Day George
Escape from Mr. Lemoncello’s Library, by Chris Grabenstein
Genius Files: Mission Unstoppable, by Dan Gutman
Found, by Margaret Peterson Haddix
Ice Wolves, by Amie Kaufman
Dragon Pearl, by Yoon Ha Lee
Batting Order, by Mike Lupica
Princess and the Goblin, by George MacDonald
Keeper of the Lost Cities, by Shannon Messenger
The Pet-Sitting Peril, by Willo Davis Roberts
Cryptid Hunters, by Roland Smith
Nanny Piggins: Pursuit of Justice, by R. A. Spratt
Mysterious Benedict Society, by Trenton Lee Stewart
Lumberjanes: Unicorn Power, by Mariko Tamaki
My Life as a Book, by Janet Tashjian
Three Times Lucky, by Sheila Turnage
Toaff’s Way, by Cynthia Voigt
Incorrigible Children of Ashton Place, by Maryrose Wood

For more reading suggestions visit www.epls.org/ysbooklists
or ask your friendly neighborhood librarian.